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from the leg in the horizontal plane. Find the height of the building. Question 2: Ladders placed against the wall to reach the top of the wall at a height of 6 m and the ladder spun at an angle of 60 degrees. Find how many ladders are located at the foot of the wall. Question 3 : The row of kite is 100 meters long and it makes an angle of 60° with a horizontal.
Find the height of the kite, assuming that there is no string stiffness. Question 4 : From the top of the tower, a person 30 m high observes the base of the tree at an angle of 30 degrees depression. Find the distance between the tree and the tower. Question 5 : A person wants to determine the height of an easy house. He measured angle A and found that tan
A = 3/4. What is the height of the light house if A is 40 m from the base? Question 6: It ladder is leaning against the vertical wall makes an angle of 20° to the ground. The foot of the ladder is 3 m from the wall. Find the length of the ladder. Question 7 : The kite flying at an altitude of 65 m is attached to a horizontal line at an angle of 31°. What is the length of
the row? Question 8 :The line length between the kite and the point on the ground is 90 m. If the line makes a corner θ with a level of ground so that the tan θ = 15/8, how big will the kite be? Question 9 : The plane is observed approaching the air point. It is located at a distance of 12 km from the observation point and forms an angle of height of 50 degrees.
Find the height above the ground. Question 10 : The balloon is connected to the meteorological station by a 200 m long cable, which is 60 degrees . Find the height of the balloon from the ground. (Imagine that there is no stagnation The answers to the first question :P astat top take-off angle at a distance of 50 m from the leg in a horizontal plane is 60
degrees. Find the height of the building. Solution : Now we need to find the side length AB.tanθ = Opposite side /Adjacent side 60° = AB/BC√3 = AB/50√3 x 50 = ABAB = 50√3Approxysmatic value √3 is 1,732AB = 50 (1.732) AB = 86.6 mSo, height of the building 86.6 m.2 : Ladders placed at the wall to reach the top of the wall at a height of 6 m and the
ladders are tilted at an angle of 60 degrees. Find how many ladders are located at the foot of the wall. Solution : Here AB represents the height of the wall, BC stands for the distance between the wall and the foot of the ladder, and AC - the length of the ladder. In the right triangle, abc opposite the 60-degree angle is known as the opposite side (AB), the
opposite side of 90 degrees is called the hypotension side (AC), and the rest is called the adjacent side (BC). Now we need to find the distance between the foot of the ladder and the wall. This means that we need to find BC.tan θ = Opposite side /adjacent side60° = AB/BC√3 = 6/ BCBC = 6/√3BC = (6/√3) x (√3/√ length (3)BC = (6√3)/3BC = 2√3Proximatic
√3 value is 1,732BC = 2 (1,732)BC = 3,464 m Hence, the distance between the foot of the ladder and the wall is 3,464 m.3 question :The row of kite is 100 meters long and with a horizontal angle of 60°. Find the height of the kite, assuming that there is no stagnation in the row. Solution : Now we need to find the height of the side AB. Sin θ = opposite
side/Hypotenuse sidesinθ = AB/ACsin 60° = AB/100√3/2 = AB/100(√3/2) x 100 = ABAB = 50 √3 mSo, kite height from the ground 50 √3 m.4 question :From the top of the tower at an altitude of 30 m a person watches the base of the tree at an angle of 30 degrees. Find the distance between the tree and the tower. Solution : Here AB represents the height of
the tower, BC is the distance between the foot of the tower and the foot of the tree. Now we need to find the distance between the foot of the tower and the foothills of the tree (BC).tan θ = Opposite side / Adjacent side 30° = AB / BC1 / √3 = 30/BCBC = 30√3Approxymatic √3 is 1.732BC = 30 (1.732) BC = 81.96 mSo, the distance between the tree and the
tower is 51.96 m.5 question :A person wants to determine the height of an easy house. He measured angle A and found that tan A = 3/4. What is the height of the light house if A is 40 m from the base? Solution : Now we need to find the height of the light house (BC).tanA = opposite side / adjacent sideA = BC / ABGiven : tanA = 3/43/4 = BC/403 x 40 = BC x
4BC = (3 x 40)/4BC (3 x 10) BC = 30 m So the height of the light house is 30 m.6 question : Man wants to determine the height of the light house. He ladder is slanted from the vertical wall makes an angle of 20° with the ground. The foot of the ladder is 3 m from the wall. Find the length of the ladder. Solution : Now we need to find the length of the ladder
(AC). Cos θ = adjacent side/hypotensive sideCos θ = BC/ACCos 20° = 3/AC0.9396 = 3/ACAC = 3/0.9396AC = 3.192So, the length of the ladder is 3,192 m.7 question : The kite flying at a height of 65 m is attached to an angle of 31° to the horizontal row. What is the length of the row? Solution : Now we need to find the length of the line AC. Sin θ = opposite
side/Hypotenus sideSin θ = AB/ACSin 31° = AB/AC0.5150 = 65/ACAC = 65/0.5150AC = 126,2 mHence, the line length is 126.2 m.8 question :The line length between kite and the ground point is 90 m. If the line makes a corner θ with a level of ground so that the tan θ = 15/8, how big will the kite be? Solution : Now we need to find the length of the FA. Tan θ
= 15/8 --------&gt; θ = 8/15csc θ = √(1+ cot²θ)csc θ = √(1 + 64/225 CSC θ = √(225 + 64)/225csc θ = √289/225csc θ = 17/15 -------&gt; sin θ = 15/17But, sin θ = Opposite side/Hypotensive side = AB/ACAB/AC = 15/17AB/90 = 15/17AB = (15 x 90)/17AB = 79.41So, the height of the tower is 79.41 m.9 question :P seed that the plane is approaching the air point.
It is located at a distance of 12 km from the observation point and forms an angle of height of 50 degrees. Find the height above the ground. Solution : Now we need to find the length of the FA. From the above figure, AB stands for the height of the plane above the ground. sin θ = opposite side/Hypotenus sides50° = AB/AC0.7660 = h/120.7660 x 12 = hh =
9,192 kmSo, the height of the plane above the ground is 9,192 km. Question 10 : The balloon is connected to the meteorological station by a 200 m long cable over an angle of 60 degrees . Find the height of the balloon from the ground. (Imagine that the cable is not stagnant) Solution : Now we need to find the length of the FA. From the above figure, AB
stands for the height of the cylinder above the ground. sin θ = opposite side/Hypotenuse side sin θ = AB/ACsin 60° = AB/200√3/2 = AB/200AB = (√3/2) x 200AB = 200100√√ √3approxysmatic value is 1,732AB = 100 (1,732)AB = 173,2 mSo, the height of the cylinder from the ground is 173,2 m. In addition to the materials in this section, if you need other math
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